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Student group
seeks initiative
for cap on fees

Rugby runs rampant,,.

By Kim Jarrard
staff Writar

OARRfLLMIHOMuslana OaHy
Bob ThnioMi, eoaoh of tho Cal Poly rugby loam, runa a four eomara drill during yatfarday'a practica.
Tha Muatanga won thair gama agalnat UC8D on Saturday to booat thak record to 84,2-0 In confaranca.

eSU may face $75 million cutback
‘Worst* budget
in a decade, says
President Baker
By Scott A bbott
Staff Writar
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker said Monday afternoon
the governor’s proposed budget
is “ the worst budget proposed in
a decade” for the California State
University system.
The eSU could face a cutback
of nearly S7S million from the

state, according to the Govenor’s
Budget report issued Jan. 10.
The reductions are based on the
state’s projection of decreased
revenues for the upcoming year,
leaving less money for distribu
tion throughout the state gov
ernment.
The exact cutbacks to Cal Poly
and other CSU campuses are not
yet known since the CSU
Trustees will make budget cuts
on a school-by-school basis.
Adding to the uncertainty of
how much money will be
withdrawn from Cal Poly’s
budget is the fact that most of
the cutbacks are not earmarked.

This means that it is up to the
university to choose where and
how the reductions will be im
posed.
However, the bleak news of the
budget may not be as drastic as
feared. According to a report
published by Rick Ramirez, Cal
Poly budget officer, the gov
ernor’s budget for 1990/91 was
developed from a ’’worst case
scenario.” The budget was
prepared with the expectation
th at Senate C o n stitu tio n a l
Amendment One (SCAI) would
fail at the June primaries.
SCAI would increase the
See BUDGET, page 6

Poly accountant to run for office
By Heather DowUag
SUffWrIMr
A Cal Poly accountant has an
nounced he will challenge county
Auditor-Controller Paul Floyd’s
bid for re-election.
Stan Rosenfield, 42, lost in the
1978 election to the auditor’s of
fice to incumbent Fred Kusick.
According to Rosenfield, the
person he ran against ’’wanted
him — Mr. Floyd — to take his
place.”

” He had much more attention
and everything at the time I was
running,” Rosenfield said.
Rosenfield, a' 17-year resident
of San Luis Obispo, is running
again this year because he said
the problems that existed in 1978
still exist.
Rosenfield backers have an
nounced formation of the Stan
Rosenfield for Auditor Commit
tee by filing papers with the
elections division of the County
Clerk’s Office.

Despite Civil Service Commis
sion hearings into accusations
that Floyd had been drunk on
the job, had kept a bottle of
alcohol in a small room adjacent
to his office and had sexually
harassed six women, Floyd an
nounced two weeks ago he would
seek re-election.
A SlO million lawsuit has been
filed by the women against Floyd
and the county.
Floyd denies all charges, claim
Sec AUDITOR, page 7

Members of the California
State Student Association
are working to pass a con
stitutional amendment that,
they say, will help beat a
possible rise in state fees.
Senate
C o n stitu tio n a l
Amendment 1, or SCA 1,
could allow more tax money
to be^ spent in such areas as
transportation, health ser
vices and higher education,
said Rick Miller, student rep
resentative from Sacramento
State University and chair of
the legislative committee for
CSSA. CSSA is comprised of
one student representative
from each of the 19 California
state universities.
” SCA I is trying to change
the state spending limit, or
the Gann limit,” Miller said.
The Gann limit curtails the

am ount o f money the
legislature can spend, and if
more revenue is collected
than the limit allows, the
money must be divided be
tween taxpayers and schools,
he said.
Fifty percent of the surplus
goes to e d u c a tio n
—
kindergarten through 14th
grade — because of the
passage of Proposition 98,
while the other 50 percent is
returned to the taxpayers.
Miller said.
” SCA 1 is basically raising
the spending limit,” Miller
said, allowing more money to
be available for post-secon
dary education, including
four-year universities like Cal
Poly.
By raising the limit, there
will not be as much money
overflow for schools and tax
payers, Miller said. They will
See FEES, page 10

Chinese educator/artist
tells Cal Poly students of
Tiananmen experiences
right. He said many other
’’jealous” professors wrote let
ters against him to the gov
ernment. But the president
A well-known educator-artist and many department heads of
from the People’s Republic of the university counteracted
China met whh members of the with supportive letters of
press at Cal Poly Tuesday to Sun’s action.
discuss the recent uprising in
’’They said, ’Professor Sun is
China and give an overview of a good man,’ ” he said.
landscape planning.
One student activity Sun did
Professor Sun Xianxiang, 69, not agree with was their star
has been in the United States vation action. ” lf you are dead,
since Sept. .30 on a 10- you cannot dp anything,” he
turiversity tour, including here,, said.
Berkeley, the Harvard Gradu
But Sun is familiar with
ate Scbc^l of Architecture and strict and aggressive gov
others. In August he will be ernment actions because he
returning to China.
was imprisoned and his paint
But Son had to delay his ings were burned during the
overseas traveling because of Cultural Revolution.
the student uprising and the
Yet Sun holds important
fatal Tiananmen Square mas positions on national commit
sacre. In May, Sun visited his tees dealing with horticultural,
students in the ^ u a re .
sculpture, forestry and the
of
h isto ric
” I love my students and I p reserv atio n
monuments.
wanted to see them,” said Sun.
Sun said he had deep concern
Also, Sun is well-known in
for his students and believed China in the fields of park and
that the student position was
Sec SUN, page 10
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That's a bunch
of garbage...

INSIGHT

Columnist Christine
Pocan examines how
people are littering
themselves into oblivion
and how we can
possibly stop this trend.

The average life
expectancy is age 20, but
this Cal Poly student has
beaten the Cystic Fibrosis
odds and looks toward
graduation in June, at 22.

I'll tumble
4 ya...
The Cal Poly
gymnastics team beat
Division 1UC Davis
and San Jose State in
last weekend's meet.
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It appears the university deliberately attempted
to circumvent the law by withholding information
on the Walter Rice case.
The allegations that the economics professor
may have used cocaine with one of his students
and may have given grades falsely was originally
filed as a police report because of the criminal
nature of the drug allegations.
By the California Public Records Act, police
records remain public information after completion
of an investigation, open to media and others who
wish to review the case.
Furthermore, in the 1984 case of South Coast
Newspapers vs. City o f Oceanside, the Fourth
District Court of Appeal ruled to permit law en
forcement agencies to delete specific information
from open police records only if it would “ endanger
the safety of a person involved in an investigation
or frustrate its completion.”
Neither reason appears valid in this case.
Once Cal Poly Public Safety completed its in
vestigation, however, the police report was
transferred to the administration as a personnel
file. Personnel files remain confidential by law. The
California Public Records Act, however, states
that personnel data can be withheld only if
“ disclosure would invade personal privacy of an
individual without sufficient justification in the
public interest.” Allegations against a professor
who comes in contact with hundreds of students
each year is definitely Justified by public interest.
Interim Vice President Philip Bailey and Rice
came to an agreement signed Jan. 6 that the case
would be closed due to “ insufficient credible
evidence.” At that time, the report should have
become public information. But it didn’t.

Rice didn’t receive a copy of the investigation
until Nov, 18. And since then, no one else has been
able to get a copy of it. Even Jodi Traversaro, the
student who filed the complaint against Rice, said
she didn’t receive a copy.
All of the information Mustang Daily has un
covered regarding the investigation has come from
individuals named in the case. Not one single uni
versity representative has released any of the
documents requested.
A newspaper’s job is to report as much informa
tion as possible, from as many angles as possible,
regarding events and issues of interest to its
public. Not only has this university “ policy” of
transferring the allegations into a confidential per
sonnel file made it difficult for us to inform readers
about the Rice investigation, it has also brought
concern about how much power the university has
over Public Safety.
Public Safety maintains jurisdiction over all
matters of law enforcement occurring on the cam
pus. But how can employees review those who are
their bosses? In order to effectively administer the
law, the campus police must remain a distinct en
tity from the administration.
If the economics professor was guilty of the
allegations brought against him, he had a lot to
lose and the university had some explaining to do.
But regardless of his guilt or innocence, the uni
versity was negligent in not making information on
the case available to the public.
The plan may have been to keep the case quiet to
avoid shaking the university’s reputation. But we,
the editorial board of Mustang Daily, think the
plan backfired. You administrators now have even
more explaining to do.

Students on the Soapbox
Do you think M.L. King Jr.’s legacy is worthy of a holiday?

“ Yes, because he helped
fight for equality for the
minorities of America.’’
Mike Eschiac
NRM sophomore

“ Yes. We can’t just ignore a
man who did such wonder
ful things for our country.
He’s a tremendous man.”
Carol Procaater
Liberal Studies sophomore

“ Sure, yeah. We need
another day off school.”

Lcsior Karciewski
Nutrition junior

Commentary

“ Yes, 1 do. He believed in
equality for all and was a
voice for the unspoken of
America.”
Sherman Labrador
I.E. freshman

“ Yes, definitely. He’s done
so much for everyone — not
just blacks. He wants
everyone to be equal.”
Bill Blackwood
Liberal Studies freshman

By Christine J. Pocan

Individuals must act to gain control of garbage problem
The other evening I sat down
on my couch to watch a
documentary on PBS. 1 saw it as
a valid excuse for ignoring my
homework. The subject of the
program was abandoned mineral
mines in Colorado and how the
now-defunct mines are polluting
rivers and streams, including the
Colorado River.
To make a long program short:
The people and environment of
Colorado are suffering because of
the carelessness
of
earlier
generations.
I cursed the mining companies
who dug tunnels hundreds of feet
into the mountains and then negiected to fill them up. What
idiots, I thought, would do this?
NN’hat
k ind
of
c a r e le s s ,
thoughtless people would leave
piles of heavily processed waste
and walk away?
They lived and died believing
there would always be plenty of
mountains, land and sky for
everyone to exploit. Nature was
going to last forever, right?
Wrong. It is 100 years later.

and we have been cheated. We
were born to an earth with little
left to give, so we are taking the
rest for ourselves.
I will eat as many hamburgers
as I want. I will demand that it
be served on a styrene plate. 1
will take 45 napkins to the table
but use one.
After 1 finish my lunch and my
Coke (in a can I won’t recycle), 1
will throw the tray, the can, the
foil from around the hamburger,
the straw and the 44 napkins 1
didn’t use into the garbage can.
And of course the garbage can
will be lined with a plastic bag.
As I walk to class, I will fan
tasize about my garbage being
sent to toxic landfill somewhere
to sit for 1,000 years until some
one builds a condo on it.
Why should we have to recy
cle? Why should we have to care
about the earth all of a sudden,
when no one else has? Why were
we born into the era in which the
earth showed its humanness and
vulnerability? Why should we
have to try and save it?

Because we have no other
choice.
Garbage is real, folks. It’s big,
i t ’s ugly and it d o e sn ’t
biodegrade. It is anything we
throw away and refuse to take
responsibility for any longer.
How many landfills are we go
ing to create? Who is willing to
give up his backyard next? You
know they say now that landfills
last forever because they aren’t
exposed to air or moisture. So
even the paper cups and
biodegradable plastic bags we
get at Lucky will be around to
show our grandchildren some
Sunday when we get bored.
If you’re reading this while
eating or drinking out of some
thing you are going to leave in a
trash can, think about where it
will go when you throw it away.
Think about the amount of
garbage compiled on this campus
in one day — where does it go?
Think about all of those styrene
cups that weren’t planning to
biodegrade anyway; now they are
in airtight plastic bags on their

way to landfills. They are happy
because unlike you and me they
are going to live forever.
In 100 years you can bet your
bottom some college kid is going
to be damning our entire genera
tion. He will want to know what
kind of idiots ate everything out
of plastic bags.
Garbage is what you make it.
Why not take a solid piece of
plastic, like a coffee mug, and
stick it in your backpack, purse
or briefcase? Have some fun;
refuse to drink out of anything
but your special mug.
Tell the cashier the cup she
wants you to use is poisoning the
earth, and say it loud enough so
the person behind you can hear.
N ext
tim e
you
v isit

McDonald’s, demand your food
in a re-usable paper bag. Take
the plastic bag back to Lucky
and tell the checker you brought
your own.
This may violate the system,
but it is not working and some
body must start taking respon
sibility for it. Your garbage is
your responsibility.
So before you use that paper,
plasic or styrene cup once and
throw it away, think of the per
son who will look at it 10() years
from now and never understand.
Our garbage problem lies not
within our landfills — but within
ourselves.
Christine J. Pocan is a history
major.

OPINION POLICY
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of Mustang Dai
ly s editorial board. Signed columns and commentaries express
authors and are not necessarily representative
of the editorial board’s majority opinion.
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Yugoslav communists split;
Slovenians plan new party

Student responsible for
computer network worm
convicted for tampering

League breakup is 'possible consequence'
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— The country’s Communist
leaders failed Tuesday to reunite
their fractured party after dele
gates
from
lib eral-m inded
Slovenia stormed out of a party
congress and said they would
form a new party.
The move threatened the unity
of the ethnically diverse and
economically troubled Yugoslav
federation.
Slovenian party spokesman
Peter Bekes said his republic’s
delegation would establish an
“ independent party on the basis
of democratic socialism’’ at a
regional party conference Feb. 2.
The dramatic walkout came as
delegates were preparing for a
final vote on a reform document
that would relinquish the party’s
45-year monopoly on power.
But the vote never came
the congress, was forced to
journ late Monday — a
ahead of schedule — with no
set for a new session.

and
ad
day
date

Leading Slovenian Communist
Milan Kucan told journalists
that the breakup of the League
of Communists of Yugoslavia,
the official name of the ruling
party, “ is the only possible con
sequence of this action.”
In announcing the Slovenian

decision, regional party leader
Ciril Ribicic said the congress
had failed to accept any of his
delegation’s proposals.
Delegates from the relatively
prosperous northern republic
wanted a declaration of greater
autonomy for the country’s six
republics, a promise to end
persecution of political oppo
nents and greater cooperation
with the West.
“ We are not going to take part
in the agony of the Communist
Party in Yugoslavia,” he said,
and the entire Slovenian delega
tion grimly left the hall.
Slovenia is to hold the coun
try’s first multiparty elections in
March and its moves toward
democracy are opposed by hard
liners such as the leaders of the
Serbian republic, the country’s
most populous.
Serbia’s president, Slobodan
Milosevic, took the podium after
the walkout and said the suspen
sion of the congress would mean
that “ the party would be prac
tically disbanded.”
He said this could have “ grave
consequences for the Communist
Party and future of the country.”
The Serbian leadership opposes
doing
away
with
cen tral
economic planning and Milosevic

SCORE BIG
W ITH

UPPER
CRUST
P1ZZ7Í

P a r ty
P r e s id e n t
M ilan
Pancevski, speaking to tired del
egates early today after the par
ty’s leadership failed in a fourhour emergency session to end
the crisis, called on regional par
ty bodies to work for a solution.
The congress broke down after
it cast a preliminary vote early
Monday in favor of relinquishing
the party’s monopoly on power.
The Slovenians complained
that hard-liners had watered
down key reform points in the
document. They criticized those
who voted against abolishing all
laws allowing the persecution of
political opponents.
They also complained about a
statement scrapped by delegates
that backed seeking membership
in European organizations such
as the European Community.
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and have
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The Serbians comprise 9
million of the country’s 23
million people and many consider
themselves Yugoslavia’s ethnic
core. Slovenia has a population of
2 million.

returning the guilty verdict.
Morris, who made no com
ment leaving the courtroom,
w as fre e
on
h is
ow n
recognizance pending sentencing.
Morris’ father, Robert Mor
ris, the chief scientist at the
National Computer Security
Center in Bethesdap Md., said
he did not believe the verdict
was unfair but also did not
view his son as a criminal.
“ I have a great deal of faith
in the American judicial
system and yet I’m still disap
pointed in the verdict,” the
elder Morris said. “ It should
be obvious th ere’s not a
dishonest or fraudulent bone in
his body.”
The verdict shocked some of
Morris* friends, who said his
intrusion was experim ental
and not malicious, and that it
helped the computer communi
ty by pointing out weakness in
networks like Internet.
“ You don’t want to see him
scarred for life,” said Dean
Krafft, director of computer
facilities for Cornell’s com
puter
science
departm ent,
where Morris was studying
when he transmitted the worm.
“ He’s certainly a bright kid.”
It took several days to
eliminate the worm from the
Internet computers. The rogue
program was originally termed
a computer “ virus,” but unlike
viruses it did not require a
“ host” program to reproduce.

542-0400

Upper Crust Traditional Pizza with
Chicago Style Thick Crust
riM C ji Polv M«

seeks to impose stronger central
control on the republics. Some
critics say he deliberately sought
a showdown with the Slovenians
to deflect attention from his
economic and political failures.

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) — A
jury convicted a one-time
graduate student of computer
tampering for unleashing a
rogue “ worm” that wiggled in
to a federal computer network
and caused millions of dollars
in down-time and damage.
Robert T. Morris, 24, of Ar
nold, Md., on Monday became
the first person convicted
under the 1986 federal Com
puter Fraud and Abuse Act.
He could be sentenced to a
maximum five years in prison
and $250,000 fine.
Prosecutors declined to say
what they would recommend.
They also wouldn’t say what
effect the verdict might have
on computer security or
whether it would fuel a push
for stronger laws against
hackers.
Morris broke into the ’ In
ternet computer system on
Nov. 2, 1988. The worm did
not destroy any data, but the
one-day paralysis it caused
cost as much as $15 million in
lost time and protective work,
according to prosecutors.
M orris’ worm replicated
wildy and immobilized an
estimated 6,000 computers
linked to Internet, including
ones
at
th e
N a tio n a l
Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, military facilities
and major universities.
The 12-member U.S. District
Court jury considered the case
for more than five hours before
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ike most college students, graduating is a dream for
Karen Dew. She talks openly about the future and her
goals, which include a graduate degree. When she sets
a goal, she strives for it with intensity. She knows each
year of life past 20 is a miracle for a victim of Cysitic-

Fibrosis.
Born with the nation’s number one genetic killer, the 23-ycar-old
human development senior Tights daily to keep an active lifestyle.
The strength of her motivation seems to mock the weakness of her
frail body.
**I believe that when people have dreams and set goals, they need to
reach them by any means possible,” said Dew. Her words put into
action, she returned to school recently, following a lung failure.
Unable to regain the ability to breathe without supplemental oxygen,
she must always carry a portable breather with her. The breather can
weigh as much as 10 pounds when it is full.
“ Graduation has been a goal that 1 needed to complete,” Dew said.
'T v e been flghting my whole life and 1 just really need something to
show for it.”
If all goes as planned she will complete her degree in June, which
she said her health problems have already postponed two years. ” I
guess I’m your typical Cal Poly senior,” she said, “ who’s going to be
here six years.”
CF is a hereditary disease which occurs in one out of every 2,000
live births. An estimated 12 million Americans unknowingly carry the
recessive gene, yet only a child who inherits it from each parent will
be afflicted. The victim’s body produces an excessive amount of
mucous, causing severe respiratory and digestive problems.
In the lungs, mucous blocks small airways causing infection and
shortness of breath. “ 1 feel like when 1 am breathing,” Dew said,“ ...
there is a weight on me, like a 10-pound thing just laying on my chest
... . It feels like someone is squeezing off my wind pipe.”
The mucous also blocks ducts in the pancreas, preventing the
release of enzymes necessary for digestion. The result is an inability
to gain weight. Dew is 5 feet, 4 inches tall and weighs 97 pounds.
To help relieve the effects. Dew takes enzymes orally along with
vitamins and antibiotics to help fight against lung infection. Two
times a day she spends 45 minutes having'a physical therapist thump
her chest to loosen the mucous. She said the exception is on days
when she goes to school because exercise from walking takes care of
See INSIGHT, page 6
Ko/hy Kenney is a journaiism senior with a public relations concen
tration. This is herfirst quarter reporting fo r Musxang Daily.
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CF Si'at'isH cs
• An estimated 12 million Americans carry the
gene.
• If two carriers have a child, there is a 25 percent
chance the baby will be afflicted.
• The disease occurs in one out of every 2,000 live
births.
• Half of those die before their 20's; few live into
their 40's.
•Ch' i s a l m o s t e x c l u s i v e l y a C a u c a s i a n d i s e a s e .
• About 30,000 Americans have CF; 7,000 of them
are adults.
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it. Dew said she also spends up
to two hours daily on a breathing
machine.
Such extensive therapy can
cause heavy dependence on fami
ly and doctors, said Myron
Liebhaber, Dew’s docter at Santa
Barbara Medical Foundation.
“ She hasn’t let that make her
dependent,’’ he said. “ I can tell
you, as her physician she tells me
what to do.”
Dew said her hope and en
couragement come from her fam
ily, friends and God. “ Definitely
my inner strength comes from
God. That is a real motivator for
me.
Her determination to be in
school comes from a desire to

show people she can do it. Dew
said. A love for learning and the
support of her teachers and
department staff also encouraged
her to come back after the respi
ratory failure.
While on a breathing machine,
she continued to take 10 units of
home study.
“ After three months of being
at home in the spring,” Dew said,
“ I thought for sure I’d be able to
come back (to school) in the fall.
Then I (had) another respiratory
arrest and my lung collapsed in
July. It showed that I couldn’t
gooff the oxygen.”
Liebhaber called the decision
to return to Cal Poly “ quite
heroic.” He said, “ (Dew’s return)
was quite an achievem ent
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because in her case it’s not just
going back, she has to carry ox
ygen.” She had to deal with
physical limitations before, but
now walking up hills and carry
ing the breather is extremely dif
ficult.
Dew said the new oxygen re
quirement has brought changes
to her life, but she has new hope
and excitement as she waits for a
heart and lung transplant. The
decision is a risk and not a cure,
she said. She is really just ex
changing one disease for another
since she will have to take up to
20 medicines for anti-rejection.
CF still will be in her digestive
system, she said, but it will be
completely gone from her lungs.
" I will breathe completely
normal. 1 will be able,” she said,
“ to do all kinds of things that
I’m very limited on now.” Her
dream is to snow ski again; she
said she even has a ticket to
Switzerland promised to her.
Even though her heart is
healthy, Dew would receive a
new one. “ What’s exciting about
that,” she said, “ is I can give my
heart to somebody else. I felt like
if God had given me the gift of a
new heart and lungs, then I
should give mine to somebody
else.”
In September, medical resear
chers finally isolated the CF
gene. For CF victims in Dew’s
generation the discovery does
not bring a great deal of hope.
Isolation of the gene is not a
cure, but it can allow people to be
tested to detect carriers.
Meanwhile, as the search for a
cure goes on, the average life of a
CF adult continues to increase.
“ It is fairly common for CF pa
tients to live longer and longer
lives as we learn how to better
tre a t th e m ,”
said Robert
Holzhauer, a San Luis Obispo
docter. As in any chronic illness,
he said, the will to live, excel and
have goals in life is crucial.
Dew continues to be op
timistic. “ 1 may be around when
they start finding some good
medicine and methods for
treating it,” she said. It only
took her a second to correct
herself. “ I expect to be around
when they find a new method,”
she said smiling.

BUDGET
From page 1
state’s gas tax and set state
spending limits, leaving more
money for higher education and
other state functions. If passed,
SCAI would greatly reduce the
amount of money that may be
chopped away from the CSU
budget.
“ We should
see . rough
estimates (of the cuts) in three to
four months,” said Ramirez,
“ but it’s hard to tell anything
until (the June vote).
“ There’s a lot of uncertainty,”
he said. “ A lot of people are tak
ing pot-shots at the governor,
but I don’t know if he knows any
more (about the economy) than
the president of Bank of
America.”
Although the budget cuts will
leave the CSU scraping for
money, the State Department of
Finance does not support raising
the state university fee, current
ly $236 for full time students*.
This may seem like good news
for students but, Ramirez warn
ed, “ A student may not have to
pay out of his pocket, but he may
find a few things missing in the
classroom.”
Baker was cautious about
making predictions for the
future. “ If we begin to lose
commercial activity in Califor
nia,” he said, “ I think we could
create less revenue for the state.
That would create some pro
blems
for our educational
system.”

Sports

Gymnasts beat UCD, SJSU
Team sets sights on national championship
By Adrian Hodgson
s ta ff W rite r

The Cal Poly women’s gymnastics team set
three goals for itself at the beginning of the year.
•To win the Division II national championship.
The team finished a close second last year to In
diana University of Pennsylvania.
•To break the team all-around scoring record of
184.9 points, set last year at nationals.
•To be ranked among the top 20 Division I
teams. The Mustangs were ranked as high as 30th
last year, said Coach Tim Rivera.
In three meets so far this season, the fifth-rank
ed (in Division II) Mustangs have not eclipsed any
of these marks, but Rivera says the team has al
ready improved since its first meet.
Last weekend, the team split up and competed in
two meets. Half competed in Davis against UC
Davis and San Jose State, a Division I team, while
the other half traveled to Santa Barbara for a dual
meet with UCSB.
The Mustangs won in Davis, compiling 175.45
points to the Spartans’ 172.3 and the Aggies’
170.25. The top performers for Cal Poly were
freshman Stacey Peterson, who took second in the
all-around competifion with 35.7 points; and Karen

Travis, who finished third with a total of 35.55
points.
Peterson won the floor exercise with a routine
that got her a ,9.3 and finished second on the
uneven bars, scoring 9.0. Travis won the uneven
bars by beating Peterson by .05; the bars were the
Mustangs’ strong point as they swept the first
four places.
Rivera said he was happy with his team’s per
formance.
“ It went really well for this time of the (season),’’
he said. “ We’re scoring five to six points higher
than at this time last year.’’
Although the other half of the team lost badly to
UCSB, Amy Reardon scored a career-high 35.05
points on her way to a second-place finish in the
all-around competition.
Rivera said his team is constantly working hard,
partly because of its depth. He said 10 or 11 of his
gymnasts have the ability to make the starting six.
“ If they’re not one of the top six, they’re (sup
porting) the others,’’ Rivera said. “ They push each
other. They’re willing to make sacrifices to do
what’s needed.’’
,
The team is idle this weekend, but returns to ac
tion Feb. 3 when it competes at Sacramento State
in a dual meet.

Off-the-field antics may hurt Canseco’s raise negotiations
OAKLAND (AP) — A’s slugger
Jose Canseco may cry foul, but
the Athletics think it’s only fair
that the team consider his per
formance off the field — as well
as on — when negotiating his
contract.
That could mean bad news for
Canseco — about $600,000 worth
of bad news.

A’s General Manager Sandy
Alderson said Saturday that the
25-year-old right-fielder’s string
of encounters with the law
should be viewed as strikes
against him in a contract ar
bitration hearing.
Canseco wants a $600,000 raise
for the coming season, for a
boost to $2.2 million. But the

1989 World Series championship
team has offered him the same
amount as last year.
“ If you look at the criteria (us
ed during arbitration hearings)
there are considerations for offthe-field activity and public im
age,’’ Alderson said, “ and his
haven’t been good.’’
See CANSECO, page 8
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Bush’s Chinese student veto faces
one-sided override by Congress
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Con
gress will override President
Bush’s veto of a bill protecting
visiting Chinese students in “ a
dazzler” of one-sided sentiment,
the chief Republican Senate
vote-counter predicted Tuesday.
The first showdown of the
newly convened 1990 Congress
will come Wednesday in the
House, where Republicans al
ready had conceded they would
not muster more than a handful
of votes to support Bush’s posi
tion.
The administration has con
centrated its lobbying efforts on
the Senate, hoping to get the 34
votes there that would be needed
to stave off a two-thirds majority
vote to override.
But Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
who is supporting Bush, said the
president would not get five
votes.
,
“ This thing is gonna be over
ridden, and it will be a dazzler,’’
he said.
Bush on Nov, 30 vetoed the
bill, which would allow as many
as 32,000 eligible Chinese stu
dents to extend their stays in the

U nited
S tates
and
avoid
persecution in their homeland
stemming from last June’s gov
ernment crackdown on pro
democracy demonstrators.
The president says he has ef
fectively taken the same action
as the bill — by executive order
— and that the legislation
amounts to unwarranted con
gressional meddling.
Bush spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Tuesday, despite the
clear indications of a White
House loss, “ We’re working to
sustain the veto.’’
Simpson,
while conceding
defeat, criticized Democrats for
using the issue as “ a blunt
cudgel’’ to inflict unfair political
damage on Bush.
“ Does anyone in the Congress
really, truly believe ... that the
president will require students to
return home to face persecution?
Come on. For heaven’s sakes.’’
The veto override is being led by
those “ who would like to scrape a
little luster’’ off Bush’s high ap
proval ratings in the polls, he
said.
Simpson’s prediction came as

supporters of the bill sought to
build
moment um,
putting
Chinese students before televi
sion cameras to allege harass
ment by their country’s consular
officials in the United States and
to
denounce
adm inistration
policy toward China.
“ Mr. President, America is on
the side of the students who
stood in the square and called for
freedom, not the dictators who
called out the tanks,’’ said House
Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo.
Haiching Zhao, a Harvard bi
ology scholar and an official of
the Independent Federation of
Chinese Students and Scholars,
said at a Senate Judiciary sub
committee hearing that the bill is
necessary to protect students,
and help shield them from
harassment.
But in addition, it would help
persuade the Beijing government
“ that the only way to ensure our
return is not through negotia
tions with the White House, but
through genuine improvement of
human rights in China,’’ Zhao
said.

China accuses Washington Post
reporter of fabricating arrest total
BEIJING (AP) — A judge
said Tuesday The Washington
Post had fabricated a report that
800 people have been imprisoned
for taking part in the June pro
democracy protests.
The unidentified
Supreme
Court judge, quoted by the of
ficial Xinhua News Agency, also
said Post’s Beijing-based cor
respondent, Daniel Southerland,
had fabricated information that
10,000 people had been arrested
and that new suspects were be
ing picked up for joining the
pro-democracy movement.
The Post said it stood by the
reports.
The story involving the arrests
was published in July. Another,
published last week, quoted

Communist Party sources as
saying that many of the 800
people sentenced had received
prison terms of 10 years on
charges such as revealing state
secrets, disseminating counter
revolutionary propaganda or
destroying state property.
The story came as the gov
ernment announced it had
released 573 people detained dur
ing the crackdown in June.
An official report called their
release proof of the government’s
lenient treatment toward those
who repented their crimes.
The judge’s criticism came
three days after the government
announced
new
regulations
restricting the activities of
foreign journalists and banning

them from making reports it be
lieves distort the facts.
The judge also said the Post
had
“ deliberately
twisted
Chinese law’’ in saying that
counterrevolutionary crimes in
China are so broadly defined that
the state can imprison anyone
who criticizes the Communist
Party or party leaders.
Mike Getler, the Post’s assis
tant managing editor for foreign
news, dismissed the criticism.
“ Southerland is the senior U.S.
newspaper correspondent
in
China. He’s been there five years,
and we have great confidence in
h is
reporting
and
his
authoritativeness and no reason
to back away from these
stories,’’ Getler said.

CANSECO
From page?
His run-ins with the law in
cluded being cited for driving his
Jaguar more than 120 miles per
hour in Florida, being arrested on
felony gun possession charges
after being accused of having a
9mm handgun on the floor of his
car, and being cited for running a
red light. In an 18-month period,
Canseco was ticketed four times
for speeding.
“ Sometimes it all comes down
to a matter of principle rather
than money,’’ Alderson said.
Canseco missed 88 games last
season because of a hand injury.
He hit .269 with 17 homers and
57RBIS.
His agent, Dennis Gilbert,
couldn’t be reached for comment
about the A’s position.
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Corporate ladder sculpture
ruffles feathers in Maryland
ork depicts perceptions o f business world
rOLUMBIA, Md. (AP) — A
lilpture intended to challenge
rceptions of the corporate ladhas offended office building
^ n ts who want the artwork
Imantled and removed from
cir lobby.
The “ C orporate
Ladder”
f|||tures a mailman at the foot of
tlfe ladder, a young black man in
ftfbusiness suit near the bottom,
|d a woman holding the papers
a middle-aged white man
ksping a briefcase on a middle
ng. On the top rung is an older,
inning, balding white man.
Isculptor Ed Massey, 26, who
cnt V/i months building the
l-foot sculpture with seven
listants, said it is a social
Smmentary on corporate life.
iMany of the 35 corporate te

nants of Lakeview Office Build
ing disagree, saying they find the
depiction of the woman and black
man insulting.
Mark Feinberg, president of
Consumer First Mortgage, whose
first-floor office looks out at the
sculpture, complained in writing
to the building manager that the
sculpture shows the business
wo r l d as ‘ ‘m e a n , c r u e l ,
thoughtless and selfish.” He said
he found it “ distasteful and per
sonally offensive.”
Some tenants have put up pos
t ers s u g g e s t i n g t h a t the
sculpture is in the lobby because
the building owners “ couldn't
find pink flamingoes for the
lawn,” said Nanette Wright, who
manages the building.
Other tenants, such as Padraic

Kennedy, president of the Col
umbia Association, say the work
is “ a fascinating piece that is
bold and dramatic and meant to
be satirical.”
The uproar has led to the
cancellation of a reception plan
ned next month for Massey, of
New York City. Building officials
now plan to survey the tenants
on whether to keep the artwork.
“ Ed Massey’s intention was to
challenge the thinking of people’s
perception of the corporate lad
der,” said Ronald C. Hanser,
spokesman for Principal Finan
cial Group of Des Moines, Iowa,
which owns the building and
commissioned the sculpture.
“ It’s our policy to decorate our
buildings in an attractive way
with pieces of art.”

^noopy turns 40
that*s 280 in
^og years
and Paris celebrates
—

—

PARIS (AP) — The French
lebrated Snoopy on Tuesday,
ying that happiness is a warm
Ippy — even one that’s 40
irs old.
The beguiling beagle who apars in Charles Schulz’s comic
rip “ Peanuts” was honored
'lh a blockbuster retrospective
uthy of the World War I flying
e, bird-lover and faithful friend
I that round-headed kid.
jSchulz, by the way, also was
)nored. He was named Comander of Arts and Letters, one
France’s highest awards for
ccllencein the arts.
“ Thank you for being the
eator of Snoopy, full of humor
id with a zest for life,” Culture
inister Jack Lang told Schulz,
li'our character is both mythical
id hedonistic and he has taken
fer our collective consciousness
kd become a part of our every-

Ii

day lives.”
Schulz, beaming but appearing
slightly embarrassed by the at
tention, said that during
Snoopy’s war years when he bat
tled the Red Baron, he once ex
plained how he learned to speak
French.
“ He said he had a small tourist
phrase book, but he told me you
only really need to know one
word, and that is, ‘Merci,’”
Schulz said in English.
Ceremonies took place at the
Decorative Arts Museum, which
is honoring the whimsical dog
with a retrospective featuring
Snoopy memorabilia.
Eve Dutton, director of special
events at Determined Produc
tions, which co-sponsored the
show with the Paris museum,
said Schulz was “ shocked” when
asked to participate in the show,
which opens to the public Wed

nesday and runs through April
22.
“ He considers himself a simple
cartoonist, not a great artist
worthy of a show at the Louvre.
He just couldn’t believe it,” she
said.
As an art collector himself —
Snoopy once had a van Gogh but
lost it when his dog house caught
fire in 1966 — the beagle knew he
was in good company, Schulz
said.
He said Snoopy felt “ quite
humble” about being hung not
far from the Mona Lisa.
Schulz, 67, recounted that on
his first day of school, his teach
er had predicted he would be an
artist.
“ I’m glad she didn’t say
someday you’ll be in the Louvre,
because I would have been ner
vous for 60 years waiting for it,”
he said.
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AUDITOR
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om page 1
were politically
g they
otivated.
When Rosenfield was asked if
believed the accusations
ainst Royd, his answer was a
pie, “ Yes, I do.”
According to Rosenfield, tesony at the hearings — which
ill continue Friday — has made
blic problems in the auditor’s
lice for years.
That office has not been
anaged very well for two dedes now,” he said.
Helping to implement the
unty’s financial management
stem, Rosenfield worked in the
ditor’s office from 1974 to
978.
Rosenfield also worked in the
elegram-Tribune’s business ofce for two years following his
nsuccessful 1978 campaign.
If Rosenfield is elected in the
pcoming election, he would like
see changes in the way people
re t r e a t e d — p r i m a r i l y
ployees of the county. He said
loyd does not treat people as
ey should be treated.
Rosenfield is the first canidate to challenge Floyd.
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HELD
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W EEKS! SALE
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Monday Feb. 26 7-9 p.m.
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ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday Feb. 27, All Day
Career Placement Center
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C onstruction Management. Civil
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Vice President, Operations
Preston Pipelines, Inc.
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Milpitas, CA. 95035

8-10 daily aerobic classes,
muscle conditioning classes,
3 stairmasters, weight machines,
free weights, jacuzzi, sauna, & more!

Fitness and Health CInh

Open 7 days a week!
964 Foothill Blvd.
University Square

543-3465
‘price does not include $20 membership fee.
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I CINEMAS
Bargain Matinees
Every Day
Bargain Night
Tliesday&
Wednesday

$

EXCEPT SPECM. ENGAGEMENTS

MISSION CINEMAS -
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MADONNA PLAZA THEATRE
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Cam pus Store

More federal control sought
for weapons plant auditing
WASHI NGTON
(AP)
—
Energy Secretary James D.
Watkins, moving to restore
public confidence in nuclear
weapons plants, plans to put
federal workers in place of some
private contractors who perform
environmental investigations of
the facilities.
Watkins, in an internal memo
randum made available to The
Associated Press on Monday,
wrote that although he was
pleased with weapons plants in
vestigations completed last fall,
he w a n t e d m o r e f e d e r a l
employees doing the audits from
now on.
“ These assessments form the
cornerstone of my overall plan to
create a new culture of selfassessment and accountability
within the department and are
essential to bringing all of the
department’s facilities into full
compliance’’ with regulations,
Watkins wrote in the memo to
senior aides dated Dec. 22.

Watkins started the audits,
which he terms “ independent
tiger team’’ evaluations, last
June to gain a fresh view of en
vironmental, safety and health
problems at the plants. Eight
weapons plants were audited last
year, five others will be examined
this month and seven more will
be done later this year.
In his memo, Watkins asked
field offices across the country to
submit federal candidates for
slots on coming “ tiger team’’
audits. He did not say how many
contractor positions the federal
workers would replace.
Peter Brush, acting assistant
secretary for environment, safety
and health, said in an interview
Monday that Watkins wants to
use more federal workers and
fewer contractors partly out of
concern about possible conflicts
of interest among the contrac
tors.
“ We would like ... less of a
perception
of
contract ors

a lso

SOFT CO NTA CT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIO NS FILLED

EXPRESSO, HOT COCOA,
EXPRESSOCHOCOIATE
% CAFE AU lAIT

BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATE B ...............................$30/pr
BAUSCH & LOMB "O”
SOFTMATE E.W .......................... $39/pr

Don1 Be Left Out
In The Cold I
Cam pus Store Is open
until 10 pm 7 days a week
Q j-i(

BAUSCH & LOMB "U ".......... $43 pr
CIBA SOFTCOLORS.............$ 63/pr
DURASOFT O PAQ UES........$128'pr

V A R IO U S B R A N D S A V A IL A B L E

Please call 349-3409 • W. Main St.. Santa Maria

LAST
CHANCE...

...to apply for an 11-month paid public service
fellowship that may change your life. If you will be
a college graduate by October 19SK)...

conveniently
ly located
I
in
EN( PLAZA
the A G SCIENCE

...call

Bound
For
Success
Kinko's binding services lead to a strong finish for your
term papers, theses, reports, organization m aterials and much
more. Just look at your variety of choices:
spiral binding
velo binding
ring binding
hardcover binding

•
•
•
•

clear covers
linen covers
card stock covers
ring binder slip-ins

99^ Binding
O ffer applies to spiral or VeloBirxj * with card stock cover at participating
Kinko's Copy Centers. Does not include copies Not valid with any other
offer. One coupon per customer. Good through M arch 3 1 , 1 9 9 0

1-800-776-1761.
Assembly
Fellowship Program

lAilii

From page 1
garden design, landscape plann
ing and architecture. Some of his
professional works include the
planning and design of the
Shenzen Landscape Botanical
Park at Guangdong; Ten Thou
sand Stones Park at Fujian; and
Hangzhou Botanical Garden and
th e West La k e Ar e a at
Hangzhou.
His watercolor paintings are a
unique mixture of ancient
Chinese influence and the styles
of English designers Capabililty
Brown and Sir Humphrey Repton. Sun was able to display his
talents during two afternoon
workshops held in the gallery of
the Architecture Building.
Sun g r a d u a t e d
wi t h a
bachelor’s degree in horticulture
from Chekiang University,
Hangchow in 1946 and studied
architectural design at Nanking.
He was head of the landscape
planning and garden design divi
sion of forestry at College of Bei
jing for 22 years and presently is
responsible for the college’s
research and post-graduate pro
grams.

FEES

Get Your

BUSTER CARD
Buy a Bronc Buster

a Bronc Burger served on whole
wheat or sesame bun with fresh
lettuce & tomatoes,
french fries and a medium soda

Free Buster
There is sueh a thing as a free lunch !
at

973 Foothill Blvd.

SUN

C A L IF O R N IA S T A T E
L E G IS L A T U R E

Purchase 10 Busters and you'll receive a

J d n k o 's
the copy center

overseeing contractors,’’ Brush
said. “ One contractor overseeing
another contractor of necessity is
going to have, in the public’s
mind, somewhat less credibility.’’
All 17 major nuclear weapons
plants and laboratories are own
ed by the Energy Department
but run by private contractors.
Brush was responding to an
Associated Press report that at
least two contractors used on in
vestigations last fail are on the
payroll at the facilities they in
vestigated.
The AP also reported others
participating in the audits were
bidding at that time on Energy
Department contracts for related
work at sites they investigated.
Brush said Watkins had no
alternative to relying heavily on
contractors for this work.
“ There is a real shortage of the
kind of senior, qualified en
vironment and safety people we
need to do this job right,’’ said
Brush.

543-0771
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From page 1
still receive their share, he said,
but more will be left over for
state colleges and universities.
SCA 1 will also mean tax in
creases, however, including a gas
tax, which is why some people
have a problem with it. Miller
said. Gas could cost 2 cents more
a gallon, if SCA 1 passes. It
could go as high as 9 cents a
gallon, he said.
If SCA I does not pass, it
could mean a steep increase in
student fees, said Kristina Cercone, CSSA representative from
Cal Poly.
This would mean no cap would
exist on the state university fee.
Miller said, and fees could then
be raised by as much as 56 per
cent.
To fight this, Miller said,
CSSA is considering lobbying
the legislature in Sacramento for
the passage of the amendment.
Because SCA 1 is an initiative
headed for the June ballot, CSSA
is planning a huge voter
registration campaign to get as
many students to vote for it as
possible, Cercone said, “ so that
our vote can count and help to
ratify this.’’
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Soviet threat continues to diminish, says CIA director
^ WASHINGTON (AP) - The director of
[the Central Intelligence Agency told Con[gress Tuesday that Eastern Europe’s
[tumultuous push for democracy has cut
I the Soviet threat to the West and that
‘we can probably expect a continued
!diminution.”
William Webster, in an unusual public
I appearance before the Senate Armed SerSvices Committee, said that as unchalleng
ed communist control comes to an end in
the Eastern bloc, those nations’ links to
Moscow have been radically changed.

The result, he said, is a severe blow to
the Soviet Union’s certainty that Eastern
Europe will respond to Moscow’s military
directives.
The armed services committee is begin
ning work on writing a defense budget for
fiscal 1991 with an assessment of the
Soviet threat to the West.
“ Overall, the conventional threat to the
United States and our alliance partners in
Europe has decreased as a result of
changes in Eastern Europe and Soviet
force reductions,” Webster told the panel.

Classified
■k-kit

AMA* ★★

r e -e n t r y d is c u s s io n g r o u p

THURSDAYS 11-12PM
INTERPERSONAL GROUP
THURSDAYS 3-5PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP
MONDAYS 3-5 PM
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS
FEB 6TH 13TH & 20TH 3-5 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511

Winter quarter planning
meeting Wednesday Jan 24 at
6:30 pm Bldg 11 rm 104
BE A PART OF HISTORY

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective Fundraiser
Commitment Minimal
Money Raise $1.400
Cost Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs,
frats. sororities call OGMC:
1(800)932-0528/1 (800)950-8472.ext 10

Blow off school

Cal Poly Ski Club. SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus lines present
a 1 day trip Feb 9 S38 Includes
transportation, t-shirt,lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun!
Hurry last day to sign Fri.1/26!

543-9400
GOLDEN KEY!!!

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
A FRIEND FOR LIFE

The biggie' Election meeting Wed
Jan 24 at 5pm in UU 218 \tote"'________
THE ELECTRONIC MUSIC CLUB
Meeting tonile 8pm in English 211
lind out about the Roland lactory
tour, musicians network, etc
bring t-shirt and logo designs

WATER SKI CLUB

543-9400

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING.
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY
'ODAYS Student groups Irals and
sororities needed for marketing
protect on campus For details plus
your FREE GIFT. Group officers call
1•800-765-8472 Ext 50_______________
AFRO-AMERICAN SUPPORT GROUP
MONDAYS 6-7PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
EATING DISORDERS GROUP
TUESDAYS 2-4PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
ART PRINT SALE
JAN 22-26
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE

HAPPY BIRTH
DAY SUSAN!
MIMI(LW)Happy B-day' We are gonna
party down Bring your camera Ha
Barbed wire’> Dtdimau,Coco-kitten

CONGRATULATIONS EN brother
Anthony Monzon on your Poly
Royal Ambaaaador selection!

WEDNESDAYS 2-4 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756^511

EK-NOTHMG COULD BE SWEETER
THAN SNAKY K S' ON THE
SLOPES! EN THANKS YOU FOR A
VERY MEMORABLE TRIP

G PHI B TAUS!!

YOU GUYS ARE GREATIHANG IN
THERE! THE ACTIVES LOVE YOU'^

Cal Poly Ski Club SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus Lir>es present
a 1 day trip Feb.9 $38 includes
tranaportation. t-ahirt, lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun! Hurry laat

ORDER OF OMEGA
Meeting Wed 24th 9pm UU216
Composite Photo Thurs 25th
7-9pm Bring Your Checkbook

day to a ig n up F ri.1 /2 6

Cheap Thrills 8 Recycled Records
785 Marsh. SLO pays the most cash
for used Cassettes. CDs. LPs. vgs

T-SHIRTS

SWEATS.CAPS.UNIFORMS
CUSTOM SCREENPRINTED FOR YOUR
CLUB TEAM OR EVENT
ASAP 466-6609

FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH -iLASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
PROTYPE Call Patty 544-1783
Senior Proj.& More-Laser Printer

$500 COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS!!
For internships.senior projects,
or student service projects that
help our comm must be upr div
2 5GPA Ideas and application avail
in UU 217 or call Sam X2476"________
Experience Opportunity!
Research experience with a
physical therapist Great for
Grad or professional schools
Call 544-1146 for Jill ASAP

From your roomies Brian and
Laura-- 3 s Company lives on'

BIOFEEDBACK FOR STRESS & ANXIETY
WEDNESDAYS 3-5 PM
INCEST A SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN

-

CHANGING WORD PROCESSORS? DEC.
IBM. Micom. NBI. Xerox to WP
4 2. 5.0. 5.1, MS Word . Call us
213-306-3620 CAMSON CONVERSIONS

Blow off school

Cal Poly Ski Club SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus Lines present
a 1 day trip Feb 9 $38 includes
tranaportation. t-ahirt. lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun!
Hurry laat day to aign up-Fri.t/26

Announcements

5 4 3 9400

Photo student needs people of
all ages for Sr Project Ever
attempted suicide?Please call
Chris 544-5675
VEGAN and LACTO-OVO VEGETARIANS
get your diet analyed FREE to
determine nutrient content.
(Senior Project) 544-4912

Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appi

Meeting tonight 8 30 in Sci(52)
Al2inlò about ski trip bbq.
superbowl
WHEELMEN
meeting tonight 7 30 bldg 52E-26

Blow off school

FOUND MOUTAIN BIKE 1/9 CALL TO
IDENTIFY 543-8443
______ __
Ram jacket found on Jan. 11 in
Fisher Sci foyer call to ID
Eric 544-7753

LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EA-^H
DAY AT 10AM

AMERICAN
HELICOPTER
SOCIETY

ocean,” Webster said.
In what appeared to be a plea to head
off budget cuts for the CIA and other in
telligence agencies, Webster said the
United States must maintain its in
telligence capability. He pointed to the
continued Soviet strategic modernization
and to terrorism; illegal drugs; uncertainty
in Latin America, Asia and the Middle
East, and weapons proliferation.
Intelligence operations are hidden in the
Defense Department budget, which faces
significant cuts on Capitol Hill this year.

V

M ustang D aily
C la s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX

DANCE UNDER THE MOONLIGHT ON
MORRO b ay S t ig e r s f o l l y JAN27
9-12PM TICKETS ON SALE IN BUS
LOBBY ONLY $8 00" DON'T MISS
OUT ON THE FUN"!
“WHAT IS SAM?*
COME FIND OUT ON THURSDAYI
•POLITICS IN CORPORATE US'
AG BLDG 220

The CIA director cautioned, however,
that the Soviet Union is vigorously
upgrading its strategic forces.
Webster cited the Soviets’ deployment
last year of two new, silo-based, nuclear
missiles: the continued deployment of
SS-25 and SS-24 rail-mobile missiles; and
the launching of new Typhoon and DeltaIV ballistic missile submarines.
The Soviets also have made considerable
gains in the anti-submarine effort, but
they still “ will be unable at least in this
decade to threaten U.S. subs in the open

Entertainment
Games 8 Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

CALVIN, WULD '(OVJ PLEASE

DEKlONSniATE Wt HOMEWO^
PROBLEM '(OU WERE ASSISKEO
lESTEROM ^

ARTISTS to do wildlife designs
for Dolphin Shirt Co Royalties
Call Chris at 541-2566
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR;
JOURNALISM ENGLISH MAJOR;
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT JR SR
part time jobs for oil&gas oper
ator send resume to w s te rn
Discovery PQBOX 15457 SLOCA 93406
EARN UP TO $10 AN HOUR!
Copeland s Sports distribution
center is now accepting
applications for temporary posisrons Job duties consist of
lifting boxes -f priong inventory
Hrs 4 pm-12 midnight M-F Wbrk
assignment starts Feb 1st Apply m
person 181 Suburban Rd 8am-5pm
Full time Field Technicals for 5
months at Research farm Start
April Excellent opportunity to
gam expenerKe m agriculture
and research Similar job also
starting m June. Contact Dr
Chuck Doty ICI Americas 498 N
Mariposa.Visalia.Ca 93277 209747-0713 (EOE)
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16 040 -$59.230 yr
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list

I NASNT \ '(ES,loo VIERE,
HERE
CALVIN OlOUT
'(ESIEROA.I I tX) Do lOUR
PROBLEM?

It's no secret Alaskian fishermen
m Alaska make BIG bucks and Univ
of Washington students m Seattle
are getting most of the jobs.Here's
how where and for who & inside
tips to get you started. Send $10
to Alaska O f^ rtu n itie s PO Box 278
Alleghany,OR.,97407.Don't delay
Applications for this summer should
be m ASA P ! ____________________
Summer management internship
interviews now taking place
Gam valuable experience manag
ing a team of employees.customers
and suppliers. Successful appli
cants will undergo extensive
training Average summer earnings
range $6-10,000 call student
painters' for information
1-800-426-6441
TELEPHONE RECEPTION WORK 4 50
hr plus bonus no exp necessary
students welcome apply Campus
Motel 404 Santa Rosa .118 after
9 00am no phone calls please
TELEOUIZ PROMOTION has immediate
openings full or part time
Apply 404 Santa Rosa-Campus Motel
118 after 9 (X) am_____________________
THE RA EXPERIENCE
WANTED;Forty-five motivated,
enthusiastic and energetic Cal
Poly students to be Resident
Advisors for the 1990-91 academic
year This one year leadership
opportunity is open to Cal Poly
students who are ready to learn
about themselves and to give to
others Skill development
includes advising, public speaking
small group communications.limit
setting, and programming Compen
sation includes room and board
For more information.contact the
Resident Student Development

Office at ex 3396__________
Want to spend the summer in the
High Sierras working with childrenWalton s Grizzly Lodge Summer Camp
13 interviewing for counseling
positions Write Bob Stem 4009
Sheridan Ct Auburn CA 95603Phone (916) 823-9260

CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics. Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
Lift Ticket to Alpine Meadows.
$25 Call Stew at 544-7566
Mac.Printer & Much Software
$900 OBO Call Lisa 544-5449
SKIERS-ONLY SKIED 1'2 DAY-NEW K2
5500 W/ SOL BINDINGS $250-SZ10
NORDICA B ( ^ T S $50 542-9509 ____
Want to get a good nites sleep'’
Then read this
Twin bed w-txix spring and frame
EXCELLENT CONDITION'
Only 2'/z yrs old new $225 Now $65
CaH Mark at 541-1683
or leave message

PARAMOUNT

58cm.GOOD CONDITION.LOTS XTRAS
$900, ALSO THULE RACKS 4BK/3SKI
$150,CALL JEFF 543-1554

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON $600
CALL ED 546-975 6 _______
1986 Subara GL H atclTiw D $ 4 7 ^
Offer The Ultimate Snowmobile
541-3156
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $1(X) Fords.Mercedes
Corvetles.Chevys Surplus Buyers
Guide 1-602-838-8885 ext A82Q4
CAR C A R ^ l^ i i
Shiny car soap.car wax.car cleaner
window cleaner, glove sponge and
bucket all for $19.95 543-2764

Female dorm room available now
fun atmosphere price neg call
robin 541-9561___________________________

FM RMMT 2SHR Nooded
Spring Quarter
240/mo & util. Cedar Creek Condos.
Call 546-9083
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED"
To share room in a huge house
1 block from school'Call now and
you II be glad you d id'54l-l077
h e lp ^ ’a l F r o o m a te n e e d e d
AVAILABLE NOW-NEAR POLY
$200-MONTH CALL 549-0328
Shared room. 1,3utilities water paid
210 month.close to Poly covered
garage.fan roommates Tina 545-8564

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U-repair) Delinquent tax
property Repossessions Call
Call 1-602-838-8885 ext GH 8204
Room for Rent
First.last.sec deposit-S985 00
Pine Creek Apts 541-4936
Please leave message

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for FREE
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses
&coTK)os in SLO call STEVE NELSON
543-8370 8 Lv messg Farrel Smyth R E

Wednesday January 24 t990
19 ' Nishiki Mtn Bike excl corxJ
Front bar pack and seat pack
some work tools inci $200
543-1969 ask for Chris

BIKE FIX

This Thursday 1-25 from 10-2
in the UU wheels trued, brakes
and deraileurs adjusted only $3

Bikes?Repaired
541-6596

I'M NOT CALVIN. I'M
DUPLICATE NUMBER FIVE.
DUPLICATE TffO 'NAS HERE
'(ESTERDA'I, not me . were
AIL TAxms turns number
VrK> N ili BE BACR NEXT NEEX,
AND 100 CAN ASK HIM TO DO
THE PROBLEM TH£N.

Business
Directory
LIMOUSmE SERVICE
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

RESUMES
KINKD'R POPIRS
ASK ABOUT OUR RESUME PACKAGE!!
OPEN 24 HOURS! 543-0771
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19.95 Placemt Center Forms

W ET SUITS
BAJA BOBS WET SUIT REPAIR
PYROSYK WETSUIT 481-4683

CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851

MASTERS THESES • LINDA BLACK
544-1305,466 0687,927-0369
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Japan postpones unmanned moon
mission 18 seconds before liftoff

Life names California
tyke as winner o f cutest
baby imthe nation title
PLEASANTON (AP) — His
mom lays he’s a ham who
doesn’t understand what’s hap
p e d , but 16-month<olc^ Andrew
Payton Ncstler is a looker..
The Mue^yed blond with the
million-dollar smile has won a
national ’’Cutest Baby Contest”
sponsored by Life magazine.
Andrew, son of Andrew and
Robin Nestler of Pleasanton,
Calif., was the readers’ choice
|m ong 12 finalists picked from
more than 20.000 i^otographs
S u b m itted b y p a re n ts and
^andpiAints nationwide.
y
Nestler, 32, said she
:iubinltted< a snapshot of her
youaiest son swinging in a
Rmniloek after her neighbor ’
tirge^ her to enter the contest.
” 1 thought 1 would never do
U,” she said. ” It seemed
ridiculogl. There are thousands
and thottimnds of babies.”
; ” lt was close, the final tally
W s real close,” said Robert
P o n ttts ^ , a ' spokesman for the

magazine in New York.
The Nestlers knew their son
h a d w on the., c o n t e s t at
Christmas, but were asked to
keep it secret until the magazine
made the official announcement
Monday.
A
Li f e
reporter
a nd
photographer spent two days
with the family and the result is
a big photo spread in this week’s
Life. Andrew, who was awarded
$25,000 in savings bonds, is tak
ing it all in stride.
” He’s kind of a ham and likes
to climb on things,” said Robin
Ncstler. "H e’s just so normal. He
doesn’t understand what’s hap
pened,”
But his older sister, S-year-old
Ryan Elizabeth, does. She likes
to follow Andrew around the
house calling him “ cutest baby.”
Their brother, four-year-old T.J.,
is unimpressed, preferring to
“ run around in a Batman cape
and mask fighting crime,” Robin
Nestler said.

UCHINOURA, Japan (AP) —
Space
officials
postponed
Japan’s first unmanned mission
to the moon just 18 seconds be
fore liftoff Tuesday, but said
they will try again Wednesday if
they can fix a technical problem.
“ This time we are going to the
moon. But our objective is not
the moon itself,” said mission
chief Hiroki Matsuo. “ Our in
stitute is getting into in
terplanetary missions in the
19iK)s and for that we need to
refine our technology.”
Officials said they plan to try
again Wednesday after they cor
rect the problem that forced the
delay: a failure in the hydraulic
control system used to move the
nozzle of a booster rocket.
“ 1 don’t think it is a serious
problem,” Matsuo said at the
launch site in southern Japan.
If the hydraulic system is
repaired, the launch is expected
at 8:46 p.m. Wednesday (6:46
a.m. EST Wednesday).
A successful flight would make
Japan, the third country, after
the Soviet Union and the United

States, to orbit the moon.
Though the spacecraft failed to
blast off on schedule, its mission
and Japan’s broad goals in space
make clear that this country is
trying to be a strong competitor
in space technology.
The United States has com
plained in trade disputes that
Japan is discriminating against
U.S. commercial satellites to help
build its own space industry.
J a p a n ’s government
space
budget in 1989 was $1.06 billion.
The mission received little ad
vance publicity in Japan and
Tuesday’s countdown was not
shown live on television.
Dozens of reporters had
gathered on a dark hillside sev
eral miles from the oceanside
launch site to watch the liftoff.
If the mission goes as planned,
the “ Muses-A” would be the first
satellite to orbit the moon since
the Soviet Union landed the un
manned vehicle Luna 24 on its
surface in 1976. On July 20,
1%9, Neil Armstrong and Edwin
Aldrin became the first men to
land on the moon.

Matsuo said his agency’s main
objective is not for missions to
land on the moon. “ We may go
to the moon in the mid-1990s. We
have various candidate missions
to the moon or to Venus, and we
haven’t decided yet.”
The Japanese hope to use the
mission to develop techniques for
an eventual manned lunar flight
and exploration of other planets,
said Kuninori Uesugi, an official
with the Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science.
The institute plans to send the
Muses-A into a highly oval Earth
orbit that will bring it about
10,000 miles from the moon in
eight weeks.
It then will release a smaller
satellite to go into orbit around
the moon and send data to the
larger satellite on temperatures
and electrical fields.
The red and silver rocket can
not lift much more than the
400-pound Muses-A satellite, but
Japan is developing the H-2
rocket to lift two-ton payloads
into orbit, equaling U.S. and
Soviet capabilities.

Big waves sweep
two visitors from
rocks in Big Sur;
presumed dead
BIG SUR (AP) — Two people
are missing and presumed dead
after violent waves swept them
off rocks in separate weekend
accidents.
Martin Martinez Vasquez, 19,
of Salinas was looking for a
fishing spot Sunday with friends
just south of Rocky Point near
Big Sur when a wave swept three
of them out to sea. The others
swam to shore, but Vasquez was
swept away.
James Elson, 15, a student at
Robert Louis Stevenson School
in Pebble Beach, was knocked
from the rocks Sunday in nor
thern Carmel Bay. Two friends
who were also pulled into the
surf by the unusually high waves
were rescued after 45 minutes by
U.S. Army and** Coast Guard
helicopters.
Harsh currents and extremely
cold water caused the search for
both youths not to be resumed
Monday.
E lso n ’s c ompa ni ons were
treated for hypothermia and
from
Communi t y
released
Hospital of the Monterey Penin
sula on Sunday night.
An Aleutian storm caused the
huge waves and led emergency
officials to issue warnings that
continued Monday, oceanogra
phers said. The waves often oc
cur when local weather is calm,
they said, adding that buoy
measurements put the waves at
10 to 16 feet high.
“ People see a dry rock and
they go traipsing out there,
thinking it’s safe, and that’s
when the wave gets them,” said
Andrew Bakun, a physical
oceanographer with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration in Monterey.
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When you start
your career, there’s
nothing like initial success

Exciting Co-op and Summer
opportunities exist at IBM!
IBM is recruiting co>op and summer candidates
for openings in Programming and Engineering.

Meet with IBM Managers
at our Career Information Day
Wednesday, January 31
West Univ. - Dining Room
10 am— 3 pm

There is no formal presentation, so feel free to
stop by anytime during the event. Please bring 4
copies of your data sheet/resume and transcript,
if available. Dress is casual.
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An equal opportunity employer
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